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1 Introduction

The study of high energy scattering near the horizon of a black hole has lead to an improved

perspective on quantum chaos [1–9]. The scrambling of information near the horizon of the

black hole is related to the chaotic spread of information on the boundary quantum system.

The signature of quantum chaos used in this context is given by the exponential growth

of the square of double commutators 〈|[A(0), B(t)]|2〉β evaluated at a thermal state with

inverse temperature β, [1, 5–8]. The main object needed to compute this double commuta-

tor is the real part of the out-of-time-ordered (OTOC) correlator 〈A†(0)B†(t)A(0)B(t)〉β .

The connected part of the OTOC grows exponentially with time in a chaotic system, with

a rate defined as the Lyapunov exponent λ. This growth happens long after the dissipation

time td controlled by the thermalization scale of time-ordered correlators. At a much larger

scrambling time tsc the connected part of the OTOC, and also the commutator, saturate.

In reference [3, 4] it was explained in detail how, in holographic theories, the bulk

computation of an OTOC is given by a high energy scattering near the black hole hori-

zon [2]. The result is a convolution between wavefunctions (bulk-boundary propagators),

that evolve the particles from the boundary to the near horizon region, and a local high

energy S-matrix near the horizon. A high energy gravitational scattering is equivalent to a

classical shockwave interaction [2]. This gives a Lyapunov exponent λ = 2π/β which was

shown in [9] to be maximal. When doing this calculation in string theory, and assuming

inelastic effects are subleading, reference [3, 4], building upon [10], explains how the sum

over all stringy modes are equivalent to an effective elastic Pomeron which produces a

perturbative correction λ = 2π
β (1−O(α′)), where α′ is related to the string tension, which
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is analogous to the flat space Regge asymptotics. On the other hand, the saturation of the

OTOC at the scrambling time is related to the decay of the bulk-boundary propagators

and therefore to the quasinormal modes of the black hole.

So far the attention has focused on OTOC that appear on double commutators, since

they are more directly related to the definition of chaos of [1] as explained above. In this

note we will analyze general OTOC between four arbitrary operators. For holographic

theories, the importance of these quantities is more evident in the bulk. When the opera-

tors are different, the bulk scattering is completely inelastic and the Pomeron controlling

these OTOC does not necessarily have the quantum numbers of the vacuum, for exam-

ple. In particular, gravity plays no role in the local near horizon bulk interaction, and the

growing piece of these correlators probe interactions that are not universal. Therefore it is

interesting to study them to get more information about the bulk.

In this paper we will extend the chaos bound and constrain arbitrary out-of-time

ordered correlators. The assumptions we will use are the same as in the original chaos

bound of [9]. In particular, we will focus for simplicity on hermitian operators although

we will relax this assumption later. For the exponential ansatz of an OTOC we will use

the notation

Re Tr[yA(0)yB(t)yC(0)yD(t)] ≈ Fd − εABCDeλABCDt, (1.1)

where by Fd we denote the order one factorized approximation (which implicitly also de-

pends on the choice of operators) and ε is a small correction. Following [9] we define y

such that y4 = e−βH/Z. For systems with a large number of degrees of freedom N the

amplitude of the growing piece is of order ε ∼ N−2 while the factorized piece is generically

of order one. Unless all four operators A, B, C and D are all different, the correlator

in (1.1) is real. Correlators involving combinations ABAB, ABCB or ABAD are all real.

We will refer to configurations such as ABAB that appear on double commutators as

‘diagonal’ or ‘elastic’ OTOC, while we will refer to the generic OTOC as ‘off-diagonal’ or

‘inelastic’ correlators.

In this notation, the chaos bound of [9] is a statement about the positivity of the

prefactor εABAB > 0 and a bound on the growth rate λABAB ≤ 2π/β. This is valid for any

choice of A and B, even though in most examples the Lyapunov exponent is independent

on the choice of operators. We will show (see details in section 2) that the inelastic OTOC

for four different operators is also similarly constrianed

λABCD ≤ λdiag ≤
2π

β
, (1.2)

where λdiag ≡ min(λABAB , λADAD, λCBCB, λCDCD). This means a generic off-diagonal

OTOC cannot grow faster than diagonal ones. From the gravity side, this puts a bound

on the spin of the effective mode controlling this interaction, it cannot be bigger than 2.

It is reasonable to expect all diagonal or off-diagonal OTOC for arbitrary A, B, C, D

to grow with the same rate λL, even if not maximal.1 With this assumption, we can also

1For example in the SYK model [5–8, 11–14] the exponentially growing piece always comes from the

same set of ladder diagrams, regardless of how we glue it to external operators.
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bound the amplitude of the growing piece. In the general case of four different operators

the constraint is presented in section 2. If we take two of the operators to be the same

then we can write a simpler version

(εABCB)2 ≤ εABABεCBCB, (1.3)

and similarly for εABAD. The same structure is present for the case of an OTOC between

four different operators, εABCD is bounded by the prefactors appearing in diagonal corre-

lators. From the gravity side this puts a bound on how strongly can matter couple to the

effective mode controlling this interaction.

In the context of holographic theories, the coefficient in the left hand side of the

inequality (1.3) is given by an inelastic scattering between particles in the bulk, which in

general does not involve graviton exchange. It is interesting to see that we can bound such

a process by the right hand side, which is universally fixed by gravitational interactions and

the equivalence principle. Even though the inelastic coupling εABCD does not necessarily

have a definite sign, its magnitude cannot be bigger than a mean of the gravitational

couplings. In this context, this analysis suggests that gravity is the highest spin interaction,

and the strongest with that spin.

In section 2.2 we generalize the chaos bound to non-hermitian operators. Then similar

constraints on an OTOC between four non-hermitian operators can be derived.

In section 3 we make some comments regarding the behavior of inelastic OTOC for

2d CFT. In [15] the authors show how the maximal chaos exponent is controlled by their

ansatz of identity Virasoro block dominance. For an OTOC between different operators the

identity channel does not appear in the OPE expansion. Using semiclassical expressions

for non-vacuum blocks at large central charge c we study the behavior of off-diagonal

OTOC. In particular, we see that before the scrambling time, Virasoro descendants are

not important in the second sheet. This shows how gravity naively plays no role in the

physics of these OTOCs. After the scrambling time at which exponential growth stops, we

show how quasinormal modes dictate the decay of the OTOC.

We conclude in section 4 with open questions and future directions.

2 Constraints on generic OTOC

In this section we will show how to bound general OTOC between arbitrary operators.

The argument is simple but requires some notation. In order to do that, we will begin by

stating the chaos bound from [9], which we will refer to as the elastic chaos bound.

In [9] the authors focus on a particular correlator

F (t) ≡ Tr[yA(0)yB(t)yA(0)yB(t)], (2.1)

between hermitian operators A and B, where divergences are regularized by placing them

symmetrically along the euclidean circle of size β. This is implemented by inserting the

operators y defined as y4 = e−βH/Z. The motivation for considering such correlators comes

from its relation to commutators square between operators A(0) and B(t).
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We will consider times that are much larger than the dissipation time td but smaller

than the scrambling time tsc, which we assume to be parametrically larger (as in, for

example, large N theories). In this regime the OTOC is almost constant and given by its

factorized contribution Fd to leading order, where

Fd ≈ Tr[y2Ay2A]Tr[y2By2B] (2.2)

For chaotic systems we expect the subleading behavior to have an exponential behavior

F (t) = Fd − ε eλt + . . . (2.3)

where λ is the Lyapunov exponent of the system. The parameter ε is a small constant

which controls the scrambling time at which the OTOC decays. For a large N system it is

of order ε ∼ N−2. From now on we will denote these prefactors of exponentially growing

terms by ε to denote they are small compared to the factorized term.

The chaos bound from [9] states that the quantity F (t) is bounded by the right hand

side of equation (2.3) with both

ε ≥ 0 and λ ≤ 2π

β
(2.4)

We will take this as our starting point for the generalizations below. Therefore we will

implicitly use the same assumptions and caveats as in [9].

2.1 An inelastic chaos bound

In this section we will prove the bound stated in the introduction regarding OTOC between

four different operators. We will focus first on hermitian operators. The upshot is that the

growing piece of a general OTOC cannot grow faster than exponentially, with the maximal

rate λ = 2π/β. We will also see how to put a bound on the magnitude of the growing piece.

To simplify the presentation, we will go over the argument in steps. We will first

generalize the chaos bound to a correlator Tr[yA(0)yB(t)yC(0)yB(t)]. This OTOC is real

for arbitrary operators since

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)]† = Tr[B(t)yCyB(t)yAy] = Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)], (2.5)

where we used that the operators are hermitian. In the first line we applied the hermitian

conjugation inside the trace and in the second one used the cyclic property of the trace.2

Moreover, the OTOC is also symmetric under the exchange of A and C

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)] = Tr[yCyB(t)yAyB(t)] (2.6)

which follows from the cyclic property of the trace.

To bound Tr[yA(0)yB(t)yC(0)yB(t)] we will analyze a diagonal correlator of the form

F (t) = Tr[yV yB(t)yV yB(t)], V = α1A+ α2C, (2.7)

2Similarly, one can show that Tr[yAyB(t)yAyD(t)] is real and symmetric under exchange of B and D.
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for arbitrary real coefficients α1 and α2. To simplify the notation, we omit the time

argument when the operator is inserted at t = 0. Expanding each term in the right hand

side of equation (2.7) gives

F (t) = α2
1Tr[yAyB(t)yAyB(t)] + α2

2Tr[yCyB(t)yCyB(t)]

+ 2α1α2Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)]. (2.8)

This contains the correlator we want to bound. There for by using the information we

learn from the chaos bound on diagonal OTOC we can bound off-diagonal OTOC such as

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)].

Before we move on we can write an ansatz for these OTOC similar to equation (2.3).

For concretenes and to set notation we write

Tr[yAyB(t)yAyB(t)] = FAAd − εAA eλAAt, (2.9)

Tr[yCyB(t)yCyB(t)] = FCCd − εCC eλCC t, (2.10)

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)] = FACd − εAC eλAC t. (2.11)

Where we indicate the dependence on the operators of the factorized leading contribution

Fd, the amplitude of growing piece ε and rate λ. We leave the dependence on the operator

B implicit. From (2.5) and (2.6) we know that FACd = FCAd , εAC = εCA and λAC = λCA
are real.

To leading order, the right hand side of equation (2.8) above is approximately constant

in time, order one, and given by

Fd ≈ α2
1F

AA
d + α2

2F
CC
d + 2α1α2F

AC
d . (2.12)

This quantity is positive for any choice of α1 and α2. This can be shown using Cauchy-

Schwarz or more directly by starting from expression (2.7) in terms of V . Moreover, we

might also diagonalize the 2× 2 matrix of two-point functions between A and C such that

FACd = 0, making the equation above manifestly positive.

Next, we will focus on the subleading piece growing in time. We will consider first the

most general case where all rates exponents are allowed to be different. Using this ansatz

for the maximal growth we can write the subleading part of the OTOC as

Fd − F (t) = α2
1εAAe

λAAt + α2
2εCCe

λCC t + 2α1α2εACe
λAC t. (2.13)

Since α1 and α2 are arbitrary coefficients, and by the elastic chaos bound, we can conclude

that λAA, λCC , λAC ≤ 2π/β. Otherwise we could form a linear combination of A and C

such that F (t) could violate the chaos bound. Moreover we can also argue that λAC ≤
min(λAA, λCC). Otherwise eventually the mixed term would dominate and we could choose

a sign of the α’s which would give a negative prefactor, also violating the chaos bound. In

other words, λAC > min(λAA, λCC) would imply εAC = 0.

Above we considered the most general case. Now we will assume that all OTOC grow

with the same rate λ. In this case the chaos bound on the prefactor sign gives us a bound

α2
1εAA + α2

2εCC + 2α1α2εAC ≥ 0, ∀ α1, α2 (2.14)
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coming from the diagonal chaos bound applied to the right hand side of equation (2.13).

This condition is equivalent to the following constraint

ε2
AC ≤ εAAεCC (2.15)

From this condition we see that even though we can constrain the growth of 〈ABCB〉,
the chaos bound does not constrain the sign of the correction, which could be positive or

negative but with a magnitude bounded by
√
εAAεCC . This is also analogous to the ANEC

case studied in [16] (see also [17]).

Having done this, the obvious next step is to consider other linear combinations. An

option is

F (t) = Tr[yAyW (t)yAyW (t)], W = α1B + α2D. (2.16)

The chaos bound applied to this correlator gives analogous bounds as the previous analysis

for the (real) correlator Tr[yAyB(t)yAyD(t)]. Namely, the growing piece cannot grow too

fast and the amplitude cannot be bigger than diagonal one. Instead, to obtain new bounds,

we will consider

F (t) = Tr[yAyW (t)yCyW (t)], W = α1B + α2D (2.17)

with real coefficients α1 and α2. Then we can use the inelastic chaos bound derive above to

constrain Tr[yAyB(t)yCyD(t)]. We again assume an exponential ansatz on each term. A

new feature of the most general case is that the mixed term now is not real anymore since

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyD(t)]† = Tr[yAyD(t)yCyB(t)] = Tr[yCyB(t)yAyD(t)]. (2.18)

This means that exchanging A↔ C or B ↔ D are related by complex conjugation. Only

a simultaneous exchange of A↔ C and B ↔ D is a symmetry. From expanding the right

hand side of (2.17) we see it is only sensitive to the real part of Tr[yAyB(t)yCyD(t)].

To set notation we write the exponential ansatz for the correlators as

Tr[yAyB(t)yAyB(t)] = FABABd − εABAB eλABABt, (2.19)

Tr[yAyB(t)yCyB(t)] = FABCBd − εABCB eλABCBt, (2.20)

Re Tr[yAyB(t)yCyD(t)] = FABCDd − εABCD eλABCDt. (2.21)

In these expressions all quantities on the right hand side are real. In the third line, after

taking the real part, the quantities are symmetric under independently exchanging A and

C or B and D.

Now we can expand the right hand side of (2.17). Again, the factorized contributions

Fd give some leading constant piece for the correlator in (2.17) and we will focus on the

subleading growing piece. From the constraint on the growth rate in time we obtain the

following bound quoted in the introduction

λABCD ≤ λdiag ≤
2π

β
, (2.22)
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where λdiag ≡ min(λABAB , λADAD, λCBCB, λCDCD). Namely, if the rate of growth are

different for each term, we can say that λABCD is smaller than the minimum of λABAB ,

λCBCB, etc, which are all smaller than 2π/β by the chaos bound.

Similarly to the previous case, we can assume all OTOC have the same rate of growth,

and then we can also bound the amplitude ε of the growing piece. The bound we obtain

from the previous analysis, equation (2.15), is

(α2
1εABAB + α2

2εADAD + 2α1α2εABAD)(α2
1εCBCB + α2

2εCDCD + 2α1α2εCBCD)

− (α2
1εABCB + α2

2εADCD + 2α1α2εABCD)2 ≥ 0, (2.23)

which should be satisfied for any choice of α1, α2. Since this condition is invariant under

a rescaling of αi → λαi, we can fix α1 = 1. Then this condition (2.23) is equivalent to the

positivity of a quartic polynomial on the variable α2 with coefficients depending on the ε’s.3

When these conditions are written in terms of the amplitudes ε’s they look algebraically

complicated and not very enlightening.

To simplify the discussion we can use the previous bound ε2
ABAD ≤ εABABεADAD and

ε2
CBCD ≤ εCBCBεCDCD to complete the square in the first line of equation (2.23). Then

we can derive a non-optimal bound on the most generic εABCD as

ε2
ABCD ≤ 4(

√
εADADεCBCB +

√
εABABεCDCD)2. (2.24)

Even though this bound is not optimal it shows in a more transparent way how the prefactor

of the off-diagonal OTOC is bounded by the diagonal ones. This is the main conceptual

point, in a holographic setting this shows hows a generic interaction is bounded by the

gravitational interactions.

As a final comment,we can also consider a correlator of the type

F (t) = Tr[yV yW (t)yV yW (t)], V = α1A+ α2C, and W = α3B + α4D (2.25)

One might wonder whether the ε > 0 constraint for F (t) by varying all α’s independently

we can derive a bound on εABCD stronger than the one above which was derived by steps. It

is easy to see that this is not the case, and considering the most general linear combination

does not generate new constraints compared to equation (2.23).

2.2 Non-hermitian operators

So far we have discussed OTOC between arbitrary hermitian operators. Some of the

steps for the bound on chaos argument from [9] do not directly work for non-hermitian

operators. We will show here that the bound on hermitian operators is enough to prove

this generalization.

Consider the following OTOC between general non-hermitian operators

F (t) = Tr[yV †yW †(t)yV yW (t)] (2.26)

3For a general quartic polynomial P (x) = ax4+bx3+cx2+dx+e it should have a, e > 0 and the condition

having four complex roots is to have a positive discriminant ∆(P ) ≥ 0, and a positive 8ac− 3b2 ≥ 0.
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We will show how the bound on Re F (t) derives from the bound on hermitian operators.

This quantity is related to the double commutator between non-hermitian V and W that

appear in the definition of chaos.

We will expand a general non-hermitian operator O in two hermitian components

OR = (O + O†)/2 and OI = (O − O†)/(2i), for O = V,W . To simplify the ex-

pressions we write below, we will use a shorthand for the OTOC defining 〈ABCD〉 ≡
Tr[yA(0)yB(t)yC(0)yD(t)]. Starting from the right hand side of (2.26), expanding and

using the cyclic property of the trace it is easy to show that

Re F (t) = Re Tr[y(VR − iVI)yW †(t)y(VR + iVI)yW (t)]

= Re [〈VRW †VRW 〉+ 〈VIW †VIW 〉 − i(〈VIW †VRW 〉 − 〈VRW †VIW 〉)]
= 〈VRW †VRW 〉+ 〈VIW †VIW 〉 (2.27)

where we used that 〈VIW †VRW 〉∗ = 〈W †VRWVI〉 = 〈VIW †VRW 〉 and similarly for

〈VRW †VIW 〉, implying they are both real, and therefore the last term in the right hand

side of the equation above is purely imaginary.

Now we can expand W and use that 〈ABCB〉 is real for hermitian operators, to show

Re F (t) = 〈VRWRVRWR〉+ 〈VRWIVRWI〉+ 〈VIWRVIWR〉+ 〈VIWIVIWI〉. (2.28)

Then if we write Re F (t) = Fd − ε eλt, the chaos bound on the growth rate automatically

applies to each term individually on the right hand side implying λ ≤ 2π/β. Moreover

since all terms appear with a plus sign, the bound on the sign of the prefactor still applies,

implying ε ≥ 0.

Taking the usual chaos bound for non-hermitian operators as a starting point we can

derive analogous results as in the previous section for general non-hermitian operators.

3 An example: 2d CFTs

In the context of 2d CFTs one can show that at large c, a large gap in the twist is enough

to obtain maximal chaos by using results from semiclassical limits of Virasoro conformal

blocks [15].4 This is given purely by a product of stress tensors acting on the identity and

therefore can be interpreted as coming in the bulk from a purely gravitational interaction.

In this section we want to study in a simple setup which role the inelastic version of the

chaos bound plays for large c 2d CFTs with a sparse spectrum. Under some assumptions,

we will study the general behavior of off-diagonal OTOC. We propose that a resummation

of intermediate channels can be written as a single non-vacuum block corresponding to an

operator with an effective dimension and an effective spin.

From a bulk perspective this constrains matter interaction (OPE coefficients of arbi-

trary operators) using the chaos bound.

4Other studies of chaos in 2d CFT from different perspectives can be found in [19, 20] (see also [18]).
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3.1 Kinematics

In any 2d CFT an arbitrary four point function can be written as

〈W1(z1, z̄1)W2(z2, z̄2)V3(z3, z̄3)V4(z4, z̄4)〉 =
1

zh1+h2
12 zh3+h4

34

1

z̄h1+h2
12 z̄h3+h4

34

G(z, z̄) (3.1)

where G(z, z̄) can be expanded in Virasoro conformal blocks and the cross-ratio is defined

as z = z12z34
z13z24

and a similar anti-holomorphic version. The operators are arbitrary but we

use the letters V and W to indicate which ones will be at time 0 (V ’s) and which at time

t (W ’s). Schematically we expand the four-point function as

G(z, z̄) =
∑
p

C12pC34p F
[h1
h2

h3
h4

]
(hp, z) F

[h̄1

h̄2

h̄3

h̄4

]
(h̄p, z̄) (3.2)

where Fhp
[h1
h2

h3
h4

]
(z) are the Virasoro blocks corresponding to a Virasoro primary operator

Op with (anti)holomorphic weights hp(h̄p), dimension ∆ = hp + h̄p and spin s = |hp − h̄p|.
The blocks are normalized such that Fh(z) = zh(1 + . . .) for a small z expansion.

In going from Euclidean to Lorenzian signature, different orders of operators are en-

coded in the monodromy of the blocks [21]. Following [15] we choose the kinematics of the

correlator to be

z1 = e
2π
β

(t+iε1)
, z2 = e

2π
β

(t+iε2)
, z3 = e

2π
β

(x+iε3)
, z4 = e

2π
β

(x+iε4)
,

z̄1 = e
− 2π
β

(t+iε1)
, z̄2 = e

− 2π
β

(t+iε2)
, z̄3 = e

2π
β

(x−iε3)
, z̄4 = e

2π
β

(x−iε4)
(3.3)

where ε1 < ε3 < ε2 < ε4 and as we raise the time from 0 to t the cross-ratio z goes once

around z = 1 while z̄ remains in the first sheet. For times larger than the dissipation time,

which is of order β, we can evaluate the blocks on the second sheet with cross-ratios z ≈
−ε?12ε34e

2π
β

(x−t)
and z̄ ≈ −ε?12ε34e

− 2π
β

(x+t)
, where εij = i(e

2π
β
iεi−e

2π
β
iεj ). For a configuration

with operators equally spaced on the thermal circle, ε?12ε34 = 4i and z = −4ie
2π
β

(x−t)
and

z̄ = −4ie
− 2π
β

(x+t)
.

If we normalize operators by their 2pt function on the plane 〈O(x)O(0)〉 = (x)−2∆O ,

then each term in the factorized answer for the four-point function gives a factor of

Tr[y2Oy2O] = (π/β)2∆O . This also appears from the position dependent prefactor in

the right hand side of equation (3.1) when the operators are all different.

3.2 Elastic case

In this case we take the two operators at t = 0 and t to be the same V3 = V4 = V and

W1 = W2 = W . Then the identity appears on the intermediate channel in the OPE written

above in equation (3.2). Assuming a large twist gap we can approximate the full correlator

by the vacuum block. Following [15] we will take a large c limit with h1/c � 1 fixed

but small and h3 � 1. Then we can make use of heavy-light semiclassical blocks found

in [22, 23]. The final answer is given by

Tr[yV yW (t)yV yW (t)]

Tr[y2V y2V ]Tr[y2Wy2W ]
≈
(
1 +

6πh1

c
e

2π
β

(t−x))−2h3

≈ 1− 12πh1h3

c
e

2π
β

(t−x)
+ . . . (3.4)
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which saturates the chaos bound. In the first line we wrote the chaos limit of the identity

Virasoro block, while in the second line we focus on times β−1 � t � tsc = β
2π log c.

This was formally done at infinite gap. Corrections from finite gap and how the correlator

Reggeize was recently studied in reference [24]. Within this approximation, for times larger

than the scrambling time t � tsc this OTOC goes to zero exponentially at a rate related

by the quasinormal modes.

3.3 Inelastic case

In the inelastic case we can take four arbitrary operators W1, W2, V3 and V4. In order

to have analytic control over the Virasoro conformal blocks we will take large c with

1 � h3, h4 and fixed h1/c, h2/c but small. Moreover we also take h12 = (h1 − h2)/2 and

h34 = (h3 − h4)/2 to be of order one such that the results of [22, 23] apply.

The calculation required to evaluate the inelastic OTOC is complicated, even in the

case of elastic OTOC [24]. Following [15], we conjecture that the result of summing over

infinite spins is equivalent to a single non-vacuum Virasoro block with effective heff , h̄eff

and therefore effective dimension ∆eff = heff + h̄eff and spin seff = |heff − h̄eff |. With this

assumption the inelastic OTOC is given in the Regge limit by

N−1
β Tr[yV3yW1(t)yV4yW2(t)] = C12C34 F

[h1
h2

h3
h4

]
(heff , z) z̄h̄eff , (3.5)

where Nβ = (π/β)
∑4
i=1 ∆i and the holomorphic block in this limit is computed below. C12

(C34) are effective couplings between operators W1, W2 (V3, V4) and the effective Pomeron

state with quantum numbers heff , h̄eff . Now we will verify that the time dependence of this

ansatz is consistent with bulk expectations.

The semiclassical Virasoro block we need was computed when the channel dimension

h is of order one [22, 23]. After going to the second sheet and using the chaos kinematics

we get

F
[h1
h2

h3
h4

]
(h, z) =

(
1

1− 12πi(h1+h2)
cz

)h3+h4−h

zh2F1(h− h12, h+ h34, 2h, z)|2nd sheet, (3.6)

where the hypergeometric function comes from SL(2) descendants and it is evaluated on

the second sheet.

For times between dissipation and scrambling, the first term in the right hand side

of (3.6) is constant and the exponential growth comes from the hypergeometric function

N−1
β Tr[yV3yW1(t)yV4yW2(t)] = C12C34 D e

2π
β

(seff−1)t
e
− 2π
β

(∆eff−1)x
. (3.7)

D is a coefficient given by

D =
8π

(i4)heff−h̄eff (2heff − 1)

Γ(2heff)

Γ(heff ± h12)

Γ(2heff)

Γ(heff ± h34)
, (3.8)

where Γ(a±b) = Γ(a+b)Γ(a−b). This factor depends on the dimension of the intermediate

channel and comes from the evaluation of the hypergeometric function in (3.6) on the second

– 10 –
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tsc

F (t)

Figure 1. Sketch of a typical behavior of inelastic OTOC F (t) in 2d CFT (black curve) as a

function of time, assuming its approximated by a non-vacuum block with effective dimension ∆eff

and spin seff . Initially the OTOC grows exponentially with rate λ = 2π
β (seff − 1). For late times

the fast decay is controlled by the quasi-normal modes. In blue we show a typical elastic OTOC.

sheet. From the previous section we see that seff < 2 and if seff = 2 then C12C34 will be

bounded by the dimensions of the external operators, following (1.3).

The growing part of elastic OTOC for holographic CFTs are dominated by the vacuum

block, dual to gravitational interactions in the bulk. The growing part of inelastic OTOCs is

not related to gravitational interactions. The fact that Virasoro descendants are irrelevant

for the calculation of inelastic OTOCs above is a manifestation of this fact. This is not

completely obvious and we give the details in the appendix. The amplitude of the growing

piece of the inelastic OTOC is small due to the fact that the OPE coefficients are subleading

in N and in the gap.

With the ansatz (3.5), we can also analyze times longer than scrambling tsc . t. In this

case the situation changes and the part of the block coming from the Virasoro descendants

dominates. This happens because the first factor in the right hand side of (3.6) decays

exponentially. Assuming the behavior of the correlator is equivalent to a single block

of dimension ∆eff of order one and spin seff < 2, the OTOC decays exponentially as

∼ e
− 2π
β

(h3+h4)t
. Under the assumption of the previous paragraph, we show in figure 1 the

behavior of a typical OTOC between different operators.

To summarize, inelastic OTOCs grow exponentially in a way controlled by a Pomeron

exchange (unrelated to gravity), until the scrambling time tsc at which the correlator begins

to decay according to the quasinormal modes frequencies. This is expected since this decay

is due to the bulk-boundary propagators appearing in the bulk calculation of the OTOC.

The picture and the proposal that emerges from this analysis should be worked out in more

detail following [24] and [25] (see also [26] and [27]), but we leave it for future work.

In principle, we could relate properties of this effective mode appearing in (3.5) to

the CFT local operator dimensions and OPE coefficients. Then we would be able to use

the bounds derived in the previous section to constrain CFT data. This analysis is not

available at the time due to a lack of first principles understanding of how the correlators

behave in the chaos regime.

Due to the limitations explained in the previous paragraph we will make some further

assumptions. Lets first assume that the spins in the low-lying sector are bounded. Then

within this sector the spin cannot be bigger than s < 2. Moreover, if the effective mode

– 11 –
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in (3.5) coincides with a low-lying primary which happens to have s = 2, then its interac-

tions with other particles cannot be stronger than gravity (bounding OPE coefficient). If

there happens to be a light particle with s > 2, then its contribution should be Reggeize

among the low-lying spectrum to give an effective spin seff < 2.

4 Open questions

To conclude we would like to state some open questions.

It would be nice to compute the off-diagonals OTOC introduced here for SYK mod-

els.5 Following the notation of [13] and [14], we can write a generic OTOC as a convolution

between form factors describing the coupling of external operators to an effective ‘scram-

blon’ mode, and the scramblon propagator which grows exponentially with time. In this

perspective the bound stated here constraints the behavior of the general form factors ap-

pearing in these models. Their rate of growth in time is bounded by the growth of the

scramblon mode through the elastic OTOC.

Moreover, the mode responsible to the Lyapunov behavior of inelastic OTOC might

not be the same as the one for elastic case (for example, it might not have the quantum

numbers of the vacuum). Therefore there must be a mode which similarly to the Schwarzian

mode generates exponential growth.6 A simple proposal would be a similar mode living on

Diff(S1)/U(1) instead of Diff(S1)/SL(2), but this requires further study.

This question can be extended to higher dimensions. In 2d CFTs the maximal chaos

behavior coming from the identity block can be understood as coming from a Goldstone

mode of broken reparametrization invariance [20]. It would be nice to find a description of

a similar soft mode producing exponential growth of off-diagonal OTOC, related to non-

vacuum representations. To analyze this problem 2d versions of SYK might be useful as

explicit examples [31–34]. In the particular case of 2d CFTs it would be interesting to

repeat the analysis of [24] for a general OTOC.

The analysis of this paper can be extended to higher order OTOC with more than

four operators. The diagonal version of these correlators was studied in [35] (see also [36]).

Results in this direction were derived in [37].

Finally, after understanding how correlators Reggeize in the chaos limit, it would be

nice to recast the bound derived in this paper as a bound on OPE data. This might also

help sharpen the statement about gravity being the highest spin, strongest, interaction.
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A Semiclassical Virasoro blocks

In this paper we used a Virasoro conformal block with two external light operators of

weights hL ± δL and two external heavy operators of weights hH ± δH . In the large c limit

with hH/c fixed these were obtained in [22, 23] for a light intermediate channel h. Within

this approximation it is given by

F
[
H
H
L
L

]
(h, z) = (1− w)(hL+δL)(1−α−1)

( w

α z

)h−2hL
zh2F1

(
h− δH

α
, h+ δL, 2h,w

)
(A.1)

where α =
√

1− 24hH/c and w(z) = 1 − (1 − z)α. In the case of pairwise identical

operators, δH = δL = 0, and for the vacuum channel, this expression gives

F
[
H
H
L
L

]
(0, z) = (1− w)(hL+δL)(1−α−1)

( w

α z

)−2hL
. (A.2)

In the limit for which hH/c� 1 (α ≈ 1−12hH/c), for small z in the second sheet the block

is approximately F
[
H
H
L
L

]
(0, z) ≈

(
z

1−(1−z)α

)2hL
. This expression reproduces equation (3.4),

which is the main result in [15].

For the case of generic intermediate channel we can use the general formula, go to the

second sheet and evaluate in the chaos limit. This gives the same answer as doing the

analytic continuation of the expression

F
[
H
H
L
L

]
(h, z) =

(
z

1− (1− z)α

)2hL−h
zh2F1

(
h− δH

α
, h+ δL, 2h,w

)
(A.3)

The first term is equivalent to the vacuum block with shifted dimensions. This term is

entirely due to Virasoro descendants. The evaluation of this term in the second sheet

is therefore (
z

1− (1− z)α

)2hL−h
∣∣∣∣∣
2nd sheet

≈

(
1

1− 24πihH
cz

)2hL−h

(A.4)

In the chaos limit, and for times smaller than the scrambling time cz � 1 (t � β
2π log c),

this gives approximately a constant 1. After the scrambling time cz � 1, this term decays

and controls the decay of correlators. The second term of (A.3) evaluated on the second

sheet and for small z gives

zh2F1

(
h−hH

α
,h+hL,2h,w

)
|2nd sheet =

2πi eiπ(hL−hH)

2h−1

Γ(2h)

Γ(h± hH
α )

Γ(2h)

Γ(h±hL)

z

(αz)h
(A.5)

For hH/c with α ∼ 1 this gives the same as the evaluation of the global block zh2F1(h −
hH , h+ hL, 2h, z). Therefore we can approximate the Virasoro block by

F
[
H
H
L
L

]
(h, z) ≈

(
z

1− (1− z)1−12hH/c

)2hL−h
zh2F1 (h− δH , h+ δL, 2h, z) . (A.6)

The evaluation of this expression above in the second sheet for small z gives the same

answer as applied on the original (A.1). Therefore all the effects of Virasoro descendants

in the chaos limit come from the prefactor in the equation above.
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